...well, this feeling can only compare to the one I had after watching Elfen Lied (it was a WTF??!! reaction, just to be clear) and I can assure you that this is a NOT good thing at all. 
I don't like telling lies. And I won't wrap things with a shining and illusional facade. I will just tell you the experience I, and no one else, had with this game. Whether you trust my words is up to you. 
Like Lucy, Celiann for me can be one of the most detestable one-dimensional chars in the history of anime and videogames. 
She has actually no development and her reasoning is totally impossible for real people to comprehend (I can't make spoilers here, although the plotline is so crap that it'd deserve it, just know near the end you'll see a very contradictory behaviour of hers). 
How can you (or, better, I) relate to such a character? So full of angst that even the last reunion with a certain someone, which should be a touchy moment, becomes quite ridiculous. 
More than that, the two endings, supposedly one good and one bad (but I'd rather say ONE bad and ONE bad), leave you unfulfilled. 
You crave for more, not because it is THAT good of a game, but because everything feels so unfinished. 
Wow... the mood of the game (more precisely in the 2nd part, where the story actually unfolds) is always the same, even in the end. Why not a music or something else to break the mood? 
I got the "good" ending, but I felt like I got a really bad one, or even worse. How could I go through all those hurdles and get such a meager thing is a complete mystery for me. This isn't a tragedy. It is the End Of All Hope (like in the Nightwish's song). Even after reading all the Shakespearian plays you can list, after watching this one you'll still want to go hang yourself. 
Wait a minute... then what happens if you get the "bad" ending? Well, really nothing happens. You will be left in the dark and know about nothing of the plot, except for the most superficial part. 
But Celiann is not the only odious char. The one that replaces Elijah in the second part of the story is, too, a one-dimensional and with a personality as flat as a cardboard (the only non-flat thing is her chest). Her so-called mysterious past, when revealed, gets full of plot holes (left by the author): 
for example, how did she manage to survive? And how long did that mind control thing went on? For it is so unbelievable (her story, background and all), that I felt as if I was watching one of those surrealistic films with plenty of nonsense. 
She is so boring that I almost fell to sleep while watching her spout all that bullshit about right and wrong. With her sense of justice she succeeds in imitating the cheesiest knight in shining armor, maybe even surpassing him, that you've ever seen. 
The only cool moment she's got occurs when she's reborn as a hero (and do all the cool stuff that heroes do, ...to d** a few minutes later: yeah, I know, it's quite pathetic), but that's all. I, as a player, feel so betrayed. 
At least Elijah was an unconventional character, with all his flaws, and very INTERESTING, but no, we have to get Yet Another Flawless Perfect Character for the game to work. 
Not that it is a funny game. In fact I dare say that the game is so difficult that it is not even funny. Literally. 
Such an overrated game must be only enjoyed by real masochists (and I think that we have here many of them, judging from the rating). The creator did truly forget the essence of a game: a game should, first of all, be FUN, but this just feels like a chore. 
I'd rather go work an extra full day than playing this thing for even 1 hour. At least I get paid. But alas, I've already finished the game: I kept on playing because I was hoping for more, hoping that all would improve after that. But you know how the story went. 
Now let's get to the good part. I almost forgot, but the game DOES have some good parts. 
The story is quite enjoyable before reaching the last city (even though almost all the plot is revealed after that, so the first part is quite poor plot-wise. Enjoy this moment for soon there'll be so many plot twists that you'll find yourself lost and alienated), with well-written dialogue (some spelling errors, though not relevant) and interesting scenes, expect exchanges of words between the characters which will make you do haha quite few times. 
The soundtrack, while often forgettable, contains few pearls like the "hopeless" boss battle gothic-like music and Mai's theme Shoujo no Ori, from Kanon. 
The battle system is quite traditional, and the battles will require you a lot of strategy and make good use of your turns to win, or else click randomly the commands and get into despair. 
Technically the game is better than many others: most of the maps are just forests, but there's enough variety in them, and I especially like that the monsters actually chase you throughout 
the screen, rather than moving aimlessly like retarded robots. Also, the PE system is cleverly implemented, clearly based on an analogous system in Valkyrie Profile. 
The game setting is not original, a mix between Final Fantasy X and Neon Genesis Evangelion, with a bit of Elfen Lied and Kingdom Hearts II (for the Nobody-Heartless thingy), but it does a good job. 
What a shame though there are none of the good things of NGE that made it so loved by its fans. Only those crazy screwed (as you are if you run out of items in this game, and it is very OFTEN) endings and apocalyptical let-down of angels and demons (angels? demons? what are those? it isn't explained very clearly). Additionally, the ancient-civilization-with-advanced-technology 
trope is also present in this game and gives no more depth to the story. Totally useless for the plot, as many other things, but what can you do about it if the only purpose of all of this is to make you experience 10 hours of frightening horror, for both 
those hard boss fights, bordering the near impossible mark, and the horrible under-developped (read: rushed) storyline? 
The conclusion: beautiful ideas, engaging beginning (you actually wonder what'll happen, to be disappointed later on), humorous dialogue (it becomes more serious in the second part), clever the use of pictures (they could have been better as some of them are outright ugly), the best char award goes to Faye (the only one with a believable and convincing backstory), finally a selfish 
and coward protagonist, who after gets replaced by your Stereotypical Hero, sadistic boss battles, storyline with plot holes, underused elements, some cliched parts (or anime-like) and not always clearly explained, with some logical incongruencies, and a "good" ending which is flat-out awful (some pictures at the end is NOT enough to make me satisfied I've beaten the game), all of this in a soulless glimmering package that doesn't deliver. 
I give this game the rating of 0.5 stars, just because in this kind of voting system, frankly speaking, it is common to give votes at the end of the spectrum to balance everything out. 
Also, I give this vote because as I've said the creator has forgotten what truly makes a game a game and not some kind of (unrewarded) work. 
It DOES have its enjoyable moments, but those are so covered by the mud of a bad design on part of the maker (e.g. impossible battles and detestable chars), that only the bad stands out. 
Definitely not your common mediocre game, as it succeeded in the very difficult task to make me hate it so much. I hope you will not waste 10 hours of your life on this game as I, regretfully, did. 

P.S.:It may sound a little like a rant, but it's just an in-depth and (unfortunately) a VERY biased review. 
Sorry, I know I should be as objective as possible, but I just can't, though I tried to explain as my best what didn't work in this game, ...and it's my 1st review, so you can blame it all to my inexperience.
